
Welcome “Fourth Graders”

It’s time for Summer Reading Fun!  Your Summer
Reading Requirement will be to make a book
report using Flipgrid!  (The students have already
made a flip grid in 3rd grade)  Each student will
choose a book from the attached book list to read
for their book report.  I wanted to let the students
pick a book that they would be interested in.  After
reading their book students should use the
attached rubric to write the information that they
will be using on their Flipgrid.  The Flipgrid will be
sent to you as an assignment thru google
classroom.  Your child will then make a
two-minute presentation about their book.  I want
this to be a fun assignment for their first reading
grade so they can be creative and have fun with
it.  I’m looking forward to a great upcoming school
year.

Have a great summer and happy reading!
Mrs. Parmeter



Book List:

1.The World According to Humphrey by Betty G. Birney
2. Ranger in Time Rescue on the Oregon Trail
3. The Original Adventures of Hank the Cowdog

by John R. Erickson
4. The Matt Christopher Series
5. American Girl Series

Rubric



Category 4 3 2 1 Your
Score

Elements Book review
contains all
required
elements and
they are
accurate (title,
author, genre,
summary,
favorite part,
and overall
recommendation).

The book review
contains all the
required elements
but they are not all
accurate or
developed.

The book
review
contains
the most
required
elements
and parts
included
may not be
accurate or
developed.

The book review
is missing
several parts and
the parts are
inaccurate and
not developed.

Sentence Structure
(Sentence Fluency)

All sentences
are well
constructed
with varied
structures in
the written
book review.
They flow well
for the reader.

Most sentences are
well constructed
with varied
structures.  They
have a pretty good
flow for the reader.

Most
sentences
are well
constructed
but have a
similar
structure.
Sentence
flow is not
what it
could be.

Sentences lack
structure and
appear
incomplete or
rambling.
Sentences do
not flow well.

Grammar
Mechanics, etc.

CUPS=
Capitalization,
Usage,
Punctuation,
Spelling

Very few
errors in
CUPS (1-3) on
the written
book review.

r Several errors (4-5)
But they do not
Interfere with

More errors
(6-7) and
Some
interfere
With the
reading.

Filled with errors
(above 7)

Flipgrid presentation The
presentation
was well
prepared and
clear.  The
presenter was
able to answer
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